THE ADVENT OF THE REFORMATION
Meanwhile Henry's daughter, the Princess Margaret, "who
had been affianced to the King of Scotland at the age of twelve,
went off to that country. From her was to descend the ' Scot-
tish line* through the claims of which came later the arrival of
the Stuarts on the English throne.
Henry Tudor's Finance. The last years of Henry VII
were filled with the full use of the centralized, almost despotic
power now established, for the purpose of securing the financial
strength of the Crown: looking to arrears, ferreting out and
reviving every possible privileged feudal claim, increasing fines
and forfeitures. Of the very many agents and officers employed
on this ceaseless inquisition for money the two most important
were Empson and Dudley, two lawyers. They soon became
legendary, greatly to their hurt, for the mass of people will
always symbolize an emotion in the person of a man, and Empson
and Dudley were the two names which stood for the new
rigorous fiscal policy of the first Tudor. All that Empson did
was legal; it was but the excess of rigour which made him hated.
Dudley, his partner in the work, acted on just the same lines,
but the private fortune which he accumulated was to have a
more enduring effect, for he became the ancestor of a family
which played an almost royal part in the next century.
Henry's Policy in Ireland. The connection with Ireland
had been allowed to go to pieces during the Lancastrian usurpa-
tion, and the link between the two countries got weaker still
during the Wars of the Roses. Henry acted with his usual
statesmanship and cunning in restoring a sort of interim
arrangement, relying upon the greatest of the Irish nobles to
act for the Crown, But during all this reign the situation
remained on the whole what it had been for a century, ever
since the effective policy of Richard II had been ruined by the
Lancastrian usurpation. The great mass of Ireland remained
what it had been, speaking a Celtic tongue unintelligible to the
English, who effectively held only the Pale round Dublin. The
lords of the country, whether of original native descent or
descended from the Angevin nobles who had married into Irish
families, had merged, so far as custom and speech were con-
cerned, with the great bulk of the country, and though there
still remained that fundamental quarrel between the feudal laws
introduced by Henry H's subjects in the twelfth century and the
old Irish tribal law, the spirit of the latter had gained ground.

